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INTRODUCTION 

Dear Teachers, 

We look forward to seeing you and your class at Opera NOVA's production of 
Monkey See, Monkey Do. We are providing you with this study guide which 
includes activities and discussion questions for use both before and after your 
class attends the opera. 

Our goal is to help you make the children who will be attending "opera-friendly." 
There are several ways this can happen. 

First, we recommend that they become familiar with the story before the 
performance to better understand who the characters are and what is happening. 

Second, we hope that you will enlist the help of the music teacher at your school 
in getting the students acquainted with some of the music using clips of the opera 
(click here for this clip and this clip). This will contribute significantly to creating 
an opera-friendly audience, because recognition brings ownership. 

Third, Jose Sacin sends a poem “Here’s a story for you” for the students to 
memorize so that they will be ready to add music to the poem when they get to 
theater. Here is a link to Jose leading an audience through the poem. 

Finall, reviewing the material in “Audience Etiquette” will help them understand 
what is expected of them as audience members. A prompt, quiet, respectful and 
appreciative audience is a key ingredient in a successful performance. 

This study guide may be reproduced for classroom use. 

We hope your students enjoy the experience of seeing Monkey See, 
Monkey Do. We love fan mail after attendance. 

Sincerely, 

 
Miriam Miller 
President, Opera NOVA  

https://youtu.be/PB10URmOia0
https://youtu.be/Oxj6mRIMaoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C789cmWToYA&feature=youtu.be
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The Story 
Monkey See, Monkey Do (based on the folktale, The Hat Seller and the Monkey) 

is set in a Mexican village square. Antonio frantically searches for his missing monkey, 
as Maria and a trio of sympathetic villagers listen and try to help. Pedrito enters, 
wearing many sombreros piled upon his head. He tries to sell the sombreros, but the 
town people, more interested in Antonio’s plight, rebuff him. Only Maria listens to 
Pedrito, and the two exchange tender words. The villagers leave to look for the monkey. 
Maria and Pedrito ask Antonio’s permission to marry, Antonio refuses, calling Pedrito 
a failure. The organ grinder storms off to continue looking for the monkey. As Pedrito 
and Maria console each other, Antonio’s monkey appears, this time with a girl monkey. 

Unaware of the monkeys, Pedrito and Maria sing an affectionate duet. The 
monkeys imitate their phrases as well as their gestures, then, rush off. Maria leaves to 
appeal once more to her father. Alone, Pedrito muses on his predicament and, still 
wearing his stack of sombreros, rests under a tree. As Pedrito dozes, the two monkeys 
reappear, now with a baby monkey. Antonio’s monkey steals the top sombrero, the girl 
monkey steals the next sombrero and the baby monkey takes all but one of the 
remaining sombreros. One by one the three monkeys disappear into the branches of the 
tree. They suddenly reappear, accompanied by several other monkeys, wearing 
sombreros and singing sextet and pantomime. Pedrito awakens and is alarmed to see 
the monkeys wearing his sombrero. Maria, Antonio and the villagers hear the 
commotion and enter only to add to the confusion. Pedrito waves his arms in frustration, 
whereupon the monkeys, in unison, imitate him behind his back. 

When Pedrito realizes that the monkeys are copying him, he leads them in an 
imitation pantomime, culminating in throwing his own sombrero on the ground. 
Instantly, the monkeys follow suit, and hats fly as Pedrito’s sombreros come sailing 
down from the tree. Antonio rushes to congratulate Pedrito. As the two embrace, 
Antonio’s monkey, the girl monkey, and the baby monkey join them on the ground, 
imitating the happy scene. The delighted villagers eagerly buy up the celebrated 
sombreros of the clever Pedrito, Antonio, now the proud owner of three monkeys, gives 
his blessing to Pedrito and Maria. The audience joins the cast in a Mexican celebration, 
clapping and singing. 

 
 

About the Composer 
Roberto Xavier Rodriguez was born June 28, 1946 in San Antonio, Texas, where he 
also received his training in piano and harmony. In 1971, he obtained international 
recognition when awarded the Prix de Composition Musicale Prince Pierre de Monaco 
by Prince Rainier and Princess Grace in Monte Carlo. He has written operas, ballets, 
and for musical theater to name a few. His operas have been very popular, with the 
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contemporary Monkey See, Monkey Do being one of his most performed works. In fact, 
it has been performed over 2,000 times! 

 

The Mystery of Opera 
The word “Opera” is the plural form of the Latin word “opus”, which means 
“works”—as in “works” of art, “workshops”, and anything inspired, such as a poem, 
song, or drawing that a person creates by him or herself. 

Opera evolved over 400 years ago in Florence, Italy. A composer named Jacopo Peri 
wrote the first opera in 1597. The play, titled Daphne, was completely sung rather than 
spoken, in an attempt to imitate the ancient Greeks from centuries before. This idea of 
combining music (singing) and drama in a play soon became very popular and spread 
throughout Europe and the world. 

One of the most well-known opera performers today, is Placido Domingo. He is a Tenor 
and Conductor from Madrid, Spain. He is one of the world renowned Three Tenors and 
received nearly all of his formal training in Mexico when he was a child. 

 

The Voice 
When we think of operatic voices, we think of voices that are big and 

powerful. Opera singers, unlike popular music singers, do not use microphones. 
They use their diaphragms (the muscle that helps breathing) to generate a big 
sound. Many believe the voice is “born,” while just as many hold to the belief 
that the voice is “trained.” The truth lies somewhere between the two and still 
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takes many years of hard work to perfect the style. 
There are three types of female and three types of male voices, each with its 

own range. The range is every note that a singer can sing, from the lowest to the 
highest. These are the names of the most commonly heard voice types: 
Soprano the highest female voice (often the "leading lady") 
Mezzo-soprano the middle female voice (sometimes the female authority figure) 
Contralto the lowest female voice (rarely heard today) 
Tenor the highest male voice (often the "leading man") 
Baritone the middle male voice (sometimes the villain or authority figure) 
Bass the lowest male voice (often the villain, sometimes the buffoon) 

By learning and practicing special techniques, opera singers can perform 
for an audience of 10,000 people, be accompanied by choruses and orchestras, 
high to low, and always be heard without a microphone! 
 
Why don't opera singers sound like pop or rock singers? 

Volume Opera singers NEVER use microphones.  By using controlled 
breathing, focus of tone, and the resonance of their sinus cavities, they 
can project their voices naturally. Pop singers use microphones. They 
project their voices artificially. 

Range Opera singers have developed to the fullest every possible note 
their voices can reach. Pop singers usually sing in the lower part of 
their range, called the "chest" voice. 

Can opera singers break glass with their voices? 
No. It is impossible for any singer to break glass with their own natural voice. 
Glass can be broken only by focusing the vibrations of sound waves 
electronically. Your voice would have to be processed through special equipment 
and machinery to break glass. 

How is an Opera Created? 
Opera is created by the combination of a myriad of art forms. First and foremost 
are the actors who portray characters by revealing their thoughts and emotions 
through the singing voice. The next very important component is a full symphony 
orchestra that accompanies the singing actors and actresses, helping them to portray 
the full range of emotions possible in the operatic format. The orchestra performs 
in an area in front of the singers called the orchestra pit while the singers perform 
on the open area called the stage. Wigs, costumes, sets and specialized lighting further 
enhance these performances, all of which are designed, created, and executed by a team 
of highly trained artisans. 
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The creation of an opera begins with a dramatic scenario crafted by a playwright 
or dramaturge who alone or with a librettist fashions the script or libretto that contains 
the words the artists will sing. Then works with a composer to create a musical drama 
in which the music and words work together to express the emotions revealed in the 
story. Next, a conductor, with a team of assistants (repetiteurs) assumes responsibility 
for the musical preparation of the work. He or she works with a stage director to bring 
a performance of the new piece to life on the stage. The stage director and conductor 
form the creative team for the new composition while assembling a design team, 
which will take charge of the actual physical production. 

Set designers, lighting designers, costume designers, wig and makeup 
designers and even choreographers must all participate in the creation of the new 
production. The set designer combines the skills of both an artist and an architect 
using "blueprint" plans to design a physical set which will reside on the stage, 
recreating the setting required by the storyline. With the set is assembled on stage, 
the lighting designer works with a team of electricians to adjust the lights for the 
show. Using specialized lighting instruments, colored gels and a state of the art 
computer, the designer along with the stage director create a "lighting plot" by 
writing "lighting cues" which are stored in the computer and used during the 
performance of the opera. 

During this production period, the costume designer in consultation with the stage 
director has designed appropriate clothing for the singing actors and actresses to wear. 
These designs arc fashioned into patterns and crafted by a team of highly skilled 
artisans called cutters, stitchers, and sewers. Each costume is specially made for 
each singer using his/her individual measurements. The wig and makeup designer, 
working with the costume designer, designs and creates wigs which will complement 
both the costume and the singer as well as represent historicall accurate "period" 
fashions. 

As the actual performance date approaches, rehearsals are held on the newly crafted set, 
combined with costumes, lights, and an orchestra in order to ensure a cohesive 
performance that will be both dramatically and musically satisfying to the assembled 
audience. 

Audience Etiquette 
Prepare your students and chaperones by reviewing the following keys to being a 
good audience member. 
 
ARRIVE EARLY Please schedule time for your class to use the restrooms 

BEFORE the performance begins. 

QUIET PLEASE Singers and actors need to be heard by everyone, so this means 
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the audience must help them by remaining silent. Whispering, talking to 
your neighbor, kicking seats, etc. can hinder everyone's concentration, 
including the performers. 

BE RESPECTFUL Classes should enter the building in single file accompanied 
by chaperones. Follow the instructions of the ushers: they are there to 
assist you. No food, gum, cameras, radios, toys or recording devices are 
allowed in the theater. 

SHOW APPRECIATION Each performer has worked very hard to bring you the 
best possible production. Encourage your students to show their 
appreciation to the cast by applauding at the end of a scene or musical 
number. Performers bow at the end of the production to show their 
appreciation to the audience. The audience may shout "Bravo!" to thank the 
performers for a job well done. 

 

Follow-up Activities 
 

After you attend the opera: 
• Have students write letters to the performers or to Opera NOVA (PO Box 7057; 

Arlington, VA 22207), describing their reaction and review of the opera. 
• Discuss with students the use of the voice, the discipline of the opera singers: 

they sing, dance, and act. They read music fluently, they speak several different 
languages, and practice every day. 

• Discuss the characters of Monkey See, Monkey Do. 
• Talk about the set and costumes: what did these elements tell the audience about 

the story? 
• Talk about the use of lights: what would the opera have looked like without 

theatrical lighting? 
• Have students pretend they work for a newspaper and write a review of the 

performance. 
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Learning Objectives: 
1) Introduce students to the fundamentals of opera by attending this live 

performance in a theatre. 
2) Reinforce the experience by engaging in Q&A following the concert as well 

as classroom discussion of the story, music, and theatrical components. 
Emphasize the collaborative nature of an opera (acting, singing, musical 
score, costumes and stage craft). 

3) Expose students to a foreign language (Spanish) in a musical setting vs. 
classroom setting. 

4) Introduce students to the Mexican culture in an entertaining, musical format 
 
This student experience relates specifically to: 
Unit 1 SOL MU Pr4.2.5c 
Unit 3 SOL MU Re8 1.5a 
Unit 4 SOL MU: Pr4.2.5a 
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Here's a story for you 
Monkey see monkey do 
We know a secret that's true 
Monkey see monkey do 
It could happen to you 
Monkey see monkey do 
You can sing with us too 
Monkey see monkey do 

-Jose Sacin 


